synthetic data are shown in Figure 1 . As we expect the flat event focuses at the rms velocity while the dipping event focuses at the dip adjusted velocity (dip adjusted velocity = rms velocity divided by the cosine of the dip) which, for this example, equals approximately 14 000 ftis. Although the two layers do not actually cross in the subsurface, we arranged the model in such a way that they do cross on the CDP stacked section (see Figure  1) . Thus we have an excellent example of the classic problem associated with the CDP stacking method, i.e., using a single valued stacking velocity function we cannot simultaneously image events which are coincident in time but have different time dip. We refer to this as the multivalue stacking velocity problem. The PSPM procedure described above was applied to the model 1 synthetic data and the resulting processed traces were used to generate a second set of line constant velocity stacks, 
Introduction
In any echo-acoustical technique, two basic processes are discerned, namely, the forward process and the inverse process. The forward process, also called modeling process, describes the downward propagation of a source wave field into a medium, the reflection and diffraction by inhomogeneities and finally the upward propagation and recording. The inverse process: also called seismic migration, aims at eliminating the propagation effects introduced by the forward process thus forming an acoustic image of the subsurface reflectivity. Both forward and inverse processes can be represented by physical models based on the acoustic wave theory. Propagation is described by the scalar acoustic wave equation, reflection and diffraction by the boundary conditions imposed to that equation. Based on the scalar wave equation and the well-known Huygens principle, one-way wave field extrapolation operators can be derived, which describe the forward propagation of sound waves.
Two-dimensional model of shot records
If we make use of the matrix notation (Berkhout, l982), an elegant expression can be given for the measurements of one seismic experiment, i.e., the data of one shot record. The formulation is a monochromatic one and can be summarized as follows: 
P-G") = D(%) c I\?/(%. z,) R(G) W(G zo)l P+(zo)
.
Principle of full prestack migration
Any inversion process. which aims at recovering reflectivity information from the subsurface, will be more successful if data are used from many different source positions. As a consequence, we would like to extend shot record model (1) to the model l' or a multirecord data set. This can be easily done by extending the source vector P+(z") to a source matrix p(z,). Each column of this matrix defines one source vector. If ihe source vector is replaced by a source matrix in expression (1) then rexponse w-for P-(Q) has to be replaced by a response matrix p--iz,,) such that each column of this matrix defines one response iector, i.e., one common shot gather (CSG). Similarly each row of the "seismic data matrix" Ij-(z,) defines one common detector gather (CD@.
Migration may be considered as the inversion process which eliminates the propagation distortion from the reflectivity information taking into account the limitations due to data acquisition imperfections. Assuming for simplicity unity matrices for E_' +(zO) and I&z,,). the response from depth level z, can be written as -(z,,) . Hence, the upward propagation distortion is eliminated by deconvolving all shot records and the downward propagation distortion is eliminated by deconvolving all detector gathers.
In expression (2) we considered the response from one depth level only. However, from expression (I) it follows that data matrix P-(z,) contains reflectivity contributions from many depth levels. Therefore, inversion as described by (3b) is not complete, that is, <B(z,)> still contains reflectivity information from many depth levels. The reflectivity at the current level can be resolved from <$(z,)> by integrating over all frequencies. When zero offset (ZO) imaging is required, then the diagonal elements of J<R(z,)> do should be selected. A further discussion of the imaging principle is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Remarks. We have seen that the output 01 prestack migration is chosen to be the zero-offset reflectivity distribution of the subsurface (diagonal elements of the reflectivity matrix). Hence it appears that too much work is done in the full
which can be verified by expanding both relations (7) and (8) as a Taylor series. It is interesting to note that the equivalence of relation (8) in the midpoint-offset domain involves two independent orthogonal deconvolutions along the diagonals and anti-diagonals of data matrix p-(zJ, which is visualized in Figure 3 . It is important to realize however that prestack inverse wave field extrapolation alwuys involves approximations when carried out as independent deconvolutions in midpoint-offset space. This result follows directly from the wavenumber coupling in relation (7).
An overview of partial prestack migration schemes
In this section we give a brief overview of migration algorithms which are carried out in the midpoint-offset space. In conventional processing, common midpoint data are first stacked for constant midpoint and variable offset (CMP-stacking), followed x ~_----1*--~~ by migration for variable midpoint and zero offset (poststack migration). This artificial operator separation is actually only allowed for horizontally stratified media (k!J" = 0), as can be easily seen from relation (7). When the data contain dip information, an alternative procedure must be followed. It was shown in the previous section from a wave theoretical point of view that an exact wave field extrapolation operator separation is not possible for the midpoint-offset space. However, in the literature several interesting procedures in the midpoint-offset space have been proposed which are based on geometrical considerations.
We mention offset continuation (Bolondi et ai., 1984) and dip moveout (Hale, 1984) . In both techniques the data are dip corrected for constant offset and variable midpoint, followed by stacking for constant midpoint and variable offset and post-stack migration. Particularly the dip moveout technique can be applied very efficiently by Fourier transforms. Several aspects will be illustrated with synthetic examples during the presentation.
Conclusions
Using a matrix expression for multishot prestack data, we discussed a full prestack migration scheme. This full prestack migration scheme operates in the field-coordinate system (x,, _Q). It was emphasized that an important advantage of migration in the field coordinate system is that complicated subsurface models can be handled. Furthermore, we discussed an alternative formulation of the full prestack migration algorithm in the midpoint-offset coordinate system. It was shown that in this coordinate system midpoint and offset are coupled, so inverse wave field extrapolation involves approximations when carried out as independent deconvolutions in the midpoint-offset space. Finally we gave an overview of prestack partial migration algorithms in the midpoint-offset space. Though prestack partial migration schemes only allow one-dimensional velocity distributions they turn out to be very attractive from a point of view of efficiency.
